
Lesson-30 

MS Excel-I 

Learning Objectives 

• To understand how to work with worksheets 
• To understand how to enter a formula 

Introduction 

Excel is organized to allow calculations in a tabular form. It is similar to the way we 
would lay out the same calculations on a paper with a pencil. The “paper” is called a 
worksheet in Excel and is divided into a rectangular grid as rows and columns. The 
intersection of a row and column is referred to as a worksheet cell. These cells contain all 
the data, text and formulas that comprise a calculation and its associated documentation. 

Rows are labeled by numbers (1, 2, 3...) and columns are labeled by letters (A, B, C... 
AA, AB, AC...). Cells are then labeled with both the column letter(s) and row number(s) 
in that order. For example, the highlighted cell in figure 31.1 is cell B2. A cell is selected 
(highlighted) by clicking the cursor over it. Only one cell can be selected at a given time 
and this cell is referred to as the active cell. 

Figure 31.1 also shows the toolbars at the top of the worksheet. Some of them serve the 
same purpose as they do in Word processors. Any text (used for documenting 
calculations) entered in a spreadsheet can be formatted in a number of ways, including 
changing its font style, font size, making it bold, italics and so on. Numerical data can 
also be formatted in a variety of ways, as can be gathered from the tools ($, %, etc.) on 
the right side of the third toolbar. 

The area just above the row of column labels contains the following: 

• A field named with the currently active cell (B2 in the figure 31.1)  
• An area where text, data and formulas are shown as they are typed in and where 

they can be later edited 
• This area is referred to as the formula bar 

 



 
 

Figure 31.1-- B2 cell in a worksheet of Excel 

Entering Data in an Active Cell  

A worksheet cell becomes an active cell by clicking over it. Once this is done, the cell is 
ready to accept data. In the figure 31.2, we have selected cell B2 as the active cell and 
typed in the word “Sales.” This word would appear both in the cell itself and in the 
formula bar. If we want to edit (or erase and replace) this word later, we simply click 
over the cell and move the cursor to the formula bar where it becomes the standard text 
editing I-beam pointer. Editing takes place in the formula bar and is reflected in the cell 
when we click the Check box to the left of the formula bar. It should be noted that this 
will appear once we click to activate the formula bar in edit mode or press the Enter key. 

 
 

Figure 31.2 
 
Entering Text and Numerical Data in the Worksheet 

Figure 31.3 shows more text and numerical data entered to the previous worksheet (refer 
to figure 31.2). Notice the new blue line between the column indicator row and the 
formula bar area. This appears once we save our document. It is the title bar for the 



document’s own window. The document has been saved and named Example 1 in the 
figure 31.3. 

When entering data in multiple cells, a quicker method is employed than selecting every 
new cell individually. The Enter key completes entry in a cell and moves the active cell 
to the cell immediately below the current cell. The Tab key has a similar effect but moves 
the new active cell to the cell to the immediate right. 

Notice in the figure 31.3 that we are about to format the numerical data that has been 
entered to of type currency. The spreadsheet will automatically keep track of whether the 
data we have entered is textual or numerical. It will assume text except when the first 
character is a digit, a decimal point, or one of the algebraic signs + or -. Formulas are a 
third category and these always begin with an equals (=) sign. The formatting and other 
operations available will then be appropriate to the type of the data entered. 

 
 

Figure 31.3 

Entering a Formula to Calculate a Result in the Worksheet 

Figure 31.4 illustrates the process of entering a formula to compute the total sales for all 
six months shown. To enter a formula, we begin with the = symbol. Then, we enter an 
algebraic formula using the cell names (B3, B4, etc.) instead of the actual data entered in 
those cells. The effect, ofcourse, is the same. The worksheet will substitute the values 
entered in those cells when it does the arithmetic. 

The advantage of this scheme is that whenever we change the numerical data in any of 
these cells, the formula would remain valid. The worksheet will simply pick up the new 
values while making substitutions for the cell names in the calculation. This simple 
scheme of symbolically representing data in our formulas rather than entering the actual 
data is a major benefit of using a spreadsheet. This is because we can repeat and/or 
correct calculations at will, i.e. without retyping the formula that captures the basic 
computation. 



 
 

Figure 31.4 
 

Calculating with a Formula 

Figure 31.5 illustrates the results of entering the above formula into cell B10. Notice that 
once we enter the formula, the result of the application of the formula appears in the cell 
and the formula itself appears in the formula bar. Once we check the results of the 
calculation in the cell itself, the formula can, thus, be easily edited in the formula bar (if 
necessary). 

 

 
 

Figure 31.5 



Altering the Data used in a Formula 

Figure 31.6 illustrates the results of entering new data into cell B4. Notice that the result 
of the application of the formula is automatically updated in cell B10 when this occurs. 
Alter some additional data and observe the results. 

 
 

Figure 31.6 

Using Formulas for Excel Calculations 

Following exercise is based on figure 31.1. If you do not have an access to that 
worksheet, you should begin by creating the worksheet as shown in the figure 31.1. 

1.   Expanding the “Sales” Table in Worksheet 

In figure 31.1, we compute the total sales for a six-month period. (Refer to figure 
31.7). Later, we will expand this table to include sales from three separate sales 
regions and then compute the following: 

• Six-month totals for each region 
• Total from all regions for each month  
• An overall total sales figure  

We begin by changing the column heading to reflect our intended addition of data for 
sales in three regions. To do this, simply click in the appropriate cell (B2 in our 
example) and edit the text. (Refer to figure 31.7) 

In figure 31.7, we need to expand the available space for text in column B to 
accommodate the new label. To do that, we simply place the cursor at the boundary 
between column B and C in the column label row, so that it becomes a double arrow 



icon. (Refer to figure 31.7) Then, we just drag it to the right to expand the column 
width. 

 
 

Figure 31.7 

2.   Adding additional data and expanding our six-month total formula 

Figure 31.8 shows more text and numerical data entered into our example worksheet. 
Notice that columns C and D have been widened (as was column B in Step 1) to 
accommodate the label text in row 2. It should also be noticed that the newly entered 
numerical data has been formatted as currency. 

Now, we wish to compute the six-month sales total for region 2 and 3. We 
could enter formulas in a way similar to the way we entered the formula to 
compute the total in column B. However, there is a much easier and less error-
prone way to accomplish this.  

The formulas for cells C10 and D10 are very similar to the formula in cell 
B10. The calculation to be performed is the same except for the column in 
which it occurs. The spreadsheet makes it easy to exploit this similarity. We 
can simply duplicate the formula in cell B10 within cells C10 and D10 with 
appropriate changes to reflect the change in column. This process is called 
formula replication and it is one of the most important and fundamental 
spreadsheet operations. 

To accomplish the required formula replication (to adjacent cells to the right), we first 
select the cell where the formula resides. After that, we drag it to the right selecting 
the “target” cells. (Refer to figure 31.8) 

 



 
 

Figure 31.8 

3.   Complete the Formula Replication 

Once the source cell and target cells are selected, it becomes an easy task to replicate 
the formula. With the appropriate cell selection active, we choose the Fill/Right 
commands under the Edit menu as shown in figure 31.9. 

 



 
 

Figure 31.9 

4.   The Replicated Formulas 

Figure 31.10 illustrates the results of the formula replication described above. Cell 
D10 is selected there, so you can observe the formula as it was copied to that cell. It 
should be noticed that the basic structure of the formula is exactly the same as the 
original formula in cell B10 but the cell references have been changed to reflect the 
move from column B to column D. 

These changes in cell references are what makes such formula replication possible. 
The cell addresses in the original formula (= B3 + B4 + B5 + B6 + B7 + B8) are 
called relative addresses (this is the default reference mode). This means that the 
formula in which they appear can be copied to another location with the new cell 
references having the same relative relationship to the new formula’s home cell as 
with the original references to the original formula home cell. 

Hence, when a formula is moved two cells to the right, all relative cell addresses in 
that formula will have their column label increased by two. If we move a formula four 
cells downward, the relative cell addresses will have their row number increased by 4 
and so on. 



 
 

Figure 31.10 

5.   A formula for summing monthly sales for all regions 

Next, we will add formulas to calculate the total monthly sales for all three 
regions. Figure 31.11 illustrates how to enter an appropriate formula for 
computing the total for January.  

 
 

Figure 31.11 

6.   Replicating the Formula for Other Months and Adding a Grand Total 



Copy the procedure given in steps 2-4 for replicating the formula in cell B10 to cells 
C10 and D10 to replicate the formula just entered in cell E3 to cells E4 through E8. 
Use the Fill/Down command under the Edit menu to accomplish this. 

Now repeat this process to replicate the formula in cell D10 to cell E10 to compute 
the grand total of all sales. The completed worksheet should have the following 
figures in it. (Refer to figure 31.12) Check your work against these numbers and 
correct any errors. 

 
 

Figure 31.12 
 
Notes 
 

1. Excel is organized to allow calculations in a tabular form.  
 

2. The intersection of a row and column is referred to as a worksheet cell. These 
cells contain all the data, text and formulas that comprise a calculation and its 
associated documentation. 

 
3. Rows are labeled by numbers (1, 2, 3...) and columns are labeled by letters (A, B, 

C... AA, AB, AC...). 
 

4. Cells are then labeled with both the column letter(s) and row number(s) in that 
order.  

 
Note 
 
Questions for this lesson will be provided by the instructor. 
 
 


